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Don't be Late Save the Dates
Red Queen - Head & heart ultrasound
- Close calls with the executioner - 3 cases in echo
- Which cardiac orientation is better?
- Ocular ultrasound for ICP
- Scanning demonstration

Chris Fox
Chris Fox & Rachel Liu
Chris Fox
Rachel Liu

Alice - Impossible ultrasound
- TV or not TV in the ED?
- Three obscure & useful nerve blocks
- CBD in the ED - impossibly difficult?
- TEE or not TEE in the ED - an impossible dream?

Elyssa Kennedy-Smith
Arun Nagdev
Elyssa Kennedy-Smith
Lindsay Bridgford

White Rabbit - Time critical ultrasound
- I can't breathe - paediatric & adult lung imaging
- RUSH
- 3 hair raisers in the 1st trimester
- Pre hospital ultrasound

Arun Nagdev
Rachel Liu
Chris Fox
Ben Meadley

Absolem - Ultrasound advice
- Opioids & common nerve blocks
- Fellowship program development – discussion

Arun Nagdev
Lindsay Bridgford, Chris Fox, Rachel Liu, Arun Nagdev, Pourya Povryahya

Cheshire Cat - Going places with ultrasound
- Bowel ultrasound – the new frontier
- Physics – acknowledging the known unknowns
- Equipment purchasing decisions
- Utility of POCUS in the ED

Chris Fox
Oriana Tolo
Suean Pascoe
Pourya Povryahya

Tweedledum & Tweedledee - Contrary ultrasound
- The incidentaloma
- IUP - is it a miscarriage?
- DVT - 2 point vs 2 region scanning
- POCUS jeopardy

Allan Whitehead
Elyssa Kennedy-Smith
Allan Whitehead
Rachel Liu

Humpty Dumpty - Musculoskeletal ultrasound
- Joint pathologies in the ED
- The eyes have it
- Most prevalent MSK injuries
- Shoulder dislocation - why bother with ultrasound?
- Scanning demonstration – MSK

Arun Nagdev
Allan Whitehead
Rachel Liu
Arun Nagdev
Arun Nagdev

Time - Reflections from the past
- Utility of POCUS in diagnosis of aortic dissection
- Just images - missed cases
- Mistakes in diagnosing ectopic pregnancy

Pourya Povryahya
Rachel Liu
Chris Fox

The Madhatter's Tea Party
Come and scan with the all-star cast & crew as we explore the latest & greatest in POCUS techniques & technology at the Ultrasound Training Solutions training facility.

Cardiac, Lung, Musculoskeletal, Foreign bodies, Ocular, eFAST, RUSH, Early pregnancy and much, much more..
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